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Roscommon Development Plan Submission 

 

The installation of Wind turbines, high wind measurement equipment adjacent to small villages will 
have an adverse effect on the already sparse community and wildlife. 

Living in Co Roscommon where our townland does not include the most basic of services, and lacking in 
a long term strategic plan to make them a better place to live, actively discourages families staying in 
the area, couple this with wind turbine sites in direct proximity to  peoples homes is not going to help 
sustain a population and make Co Roscommon a nice place to live.  

Currently there is No waste water services, no pavements, no street lighting, no mains gas and no 
Broadband in our townland as well as no public transport. 

1) Current planning applications restrict the building of new homes for people outside of the 
community. 

2) Townlands close to Dysart and Skyvalley have very poor access to basic services like Broadband, 
waste water, Mains gas, pavements,street lighting,  public transport etc. 

3) The only attraction to living in these townlands is the rural life style, Wildlife, flora and forma as 
well as agriculture. 

4) The proximity of these wind farms to these townlands will further discourage people staying in 
them and we will be faced by an ageing population and in turn more un occupied property. 

5) Supporting the installation of 180 Metre high turbines/Wind measurement equipment within 
the minimum required distance of people’s homes (with the landholders receiving substantial 
payment and zero consideration to those that live in the community). 

6) Less intrusive methods for residents and wildlife of harvesting energy must be explored in more 
detail prior to any application for wind farms is granted like Solar harvesting. 

7) The wetlands, bogs disappearing lakes attract a huge amount of wildlife to this area, a much 
more detailed plan and assessment is required to be able to asses and measure the impact on 
the species included very rare Geese, Newts ect. This requires a long term assessment and 
cannot be measured in a 12 or 24 month period.  

 

In summary please consider the effect of these decisions on the local townlands that will actively drive 
people from them to other counties, the investment required in 5 to 10 years time to encourage people 
back. You can start to see this effect in our Townland now with 3 vacant properties and a strong desire 



from the community to ensure it is made better to live here and not worse by adding more Windfarms 
in an under invested Townland.  

We must at all costs avoid having brilliant wind harvesting, not fully explored other methods, 
diminishing communities and then exporting that electricity to another county that is a nicer place to 
live. 
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